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Abstrat
We present LVG and non-loal radiative transfer alulations involving the rotational and hyperne
struture of the spetrum of N2H
+
with ollisional rate oeients reently derived by us. The goal
of this study is to hek the validity of the assumptions made to treat the hyperne struture and to
study the physial mehanisms leading to the observed hyperne anomalies.
We nd that the usual hypothesis of idential exitation temperatures for all hyperne omponents
of the J=1-0 transition is not orret within the range of densities existing in old dense ores, i.e., a
few 10
4 < n(H2) < a few 10
6
m
−3
. This is due to dierent radiative trapping eets in the hyperne
omponents. Moreover, within this range of densities and onsidering the typial abundane of N2H
+
,
the total opaity of rotational lines has to be derived taking into aount the hyperne struture. The
error made when only onsidering the rotational energy struture an be as large as 100%.
Using non-loal models we nd that, due to saturation, hyperne anomalies appear as soon as the
total opaity of the J=1-0 transition beomes larger than ≃ 20. Radiative sattering in less dense
regions enhane these anomalies, and partiularly, indue a dierential inrease of the exitation
temperatures of the hyperne omponents. This proess is more eetive for the transitions with
the highest opaities for whih emerging intensities are also redued by self-absorption eets. These
eets are not as ritial as in HCO
+
or HCN, but should be taken into aount when interpreting
the spatial extent of the N2H
+
emission in dark louds.
Subjet headings: line: formation : proles  moleular proesses  radiative transfer  ISM: louds
: moleules : abundanes
1. INTRODUCTION
N2H
+
was one of the rst moleular ions deteted in in-
terstellar spae (Thaddeus & Turner 1975). The J=1-0
line of this speies has been extensively observed toward
old dark louds and protostellar ores to get some es-
timates of the physial onditions of the gas (see, e.g.,
Bergin et al. (2002); Tafalla et al. (2004); Hotzel et al.
(2004); Bellohe & André (2004); Caselli et al. (2002)).
These observations indiate that N2H
+
is a good traer
of the highest density regions of dark louds. It seems
that N2H
+
is less depleted onto dust grain surfaes than
CO and other moleular speies. This is probably re-
lated to the fat that N2, the hemial mother speies of
N2H
+
, is more volatile and ondensates at lower temper-
atures than arbon monoxide. In addition, the omplex
hyperne struture of N2H
+
inreases the odds to have
at least one optially thin hyperne line omponent to
probe the innermost regions of these louds. Therefore,
this speies is in priniple an interesting tool to study
old dark louds. However, a drawbak has been the lak
of ollisional rate oeients between N2H
+
and mole-
ular hydrogen (or helium). The observational data in-
diate some hyperne intensity anomalies that ould be
due to seletive ollisional proesses or to radiative trans-
fer eets (see Gónzalez-Alfonso & Cerniharo (1993) for
the ase the analogous ase of HCN hyperne intensities
in dark louds).
For urrent researh, it is lear that astronomers need
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to know the state to state ollisional rates of N2H
+
with
H2 and He. This will be even more neessary for ALMA
due to the muh higher angular resolution and higher
sensitivity observations that it ould provide of proto-
stellar ores in several rotational transitions of N2H
+
(up
to J=9-8).
N2H
+
has also been deteted in warm moleular louds
(e.g. Turner & Thaddeus (1977)) where the lines are
broader and very strong. In these objets only the hy-
perne struture due to the external N-atom ould be
notied as the splitting produed by the internal N-atom
is lower than the intrinsi line width. Nevertheless, in
order to orretly model the N2H
+
intensities emerging
from these louds, astronomers need a omplete set of
state to state ollisional rate oeients for high tem-
peratures.
A detailed study on moleular ions exitation was ar-
ried out by Green (1975) and a set of ollisional rate
oeients for N2H
+
olliding with He was provided.
In that work, the rate oeients were given for tran-
sitions among N2H
+
rotational energy levels. Reently,
Daniel et al. (2005) extended the previous study by om-
puting a new set of ollisional rate oeients for transi-
tions among hyperne energy levels and using a new po-
tential energy surfae. The range of kineti temperatures
is between 5-50 K and in a future paper, rate oeients
for temperatures up to 300 K will be provided.
The paper is organized as follows: Setion 2 is devoted
to the spetrosopy of N2H
+
. In setion 3 we present the
resu ts obtai ed with a Large Veloity Gradient (LVG)
model to disuss the treatment of moleular hyperne
transitions. Comparisons with the ases of HCN and HCl
are made. In setion 4 we present results from non-loal
radiative transfer models applied to N2H
+
for dierent
2loud strutures.
2. SPECTROSCOPY OF N2H
+
The energy levels of N2H
+
are haraterized by the
quantum numbers J (rotational quantum number), F1
that results from the oupling of Jˆ with Iˆ1 (Fˆ1 = Jˆ + Iˆ1,
where I1=1 orresponds to the nulear spin of the outer
nitrogen), and F (Fˆ = Fˆ1 + Iˆ2, where I2=1 for the in-
ner nitrogen). We have maintained the symbols used in
Daniel et al. (2004, 2005), exept for J . The external
nitrogen nuleus indues the largest splitting sine its
oupling onstants are larger than those of the internal
nuleus. Following Gordy & Cook (1984), the hyperne
energy levels an be found by diagonalizing the moleu-
lar Hamiltonian Hmol = BJˆ
2 −DJˆ4 +Hcoupling, where
B and D are respetively the rotational and entrifugal
distortion onstants of the moleule and Hcoupling the
eetive nulear oupling Hamiltonian. The Einstein o-
eients (Au→l) are given by the equation:
AJF1F→J′F ′1F ′ =
64pi4
2hc3
µ2ν3JF1F→J′F ′1F ′ ×
J ′
[F ]
sJF1F→J′F ′1F ′(1)
with the line strengths given by:
sJF1F→J′F ′1F ′ = [F1F
′
1FF
′]
{
J F1 I1
F ′1 J
′ 1
}2{
F1 F I2
F ′ F ′1 1
}2
(2)
where [x℄ stands for (2x+1) and {.} is the Wigner-6j o-
eient. The values adopted for rotational and oupling
onstants were provided by L. Dore (see Daniel et al.
(2004)) and where determined following the method de-
sribed in Caselli et al. (1995). We assume a dipole
moment for N2H
+
of 3.4±0.2 D, as derived experimen-
tally by Havenith et al. (1990). It is in exellent agree-
ment with the value of 3.37 D derived theoretially by
Botshwina (1984). The resulting frequenies and line
strengths for the J=1-0 transition are given in Table 1.
Figure 2 shows energy diagrams of the J=1 and J=0
hyperne levels and indiates the line strengths of the
hyperne transitions. Figure 1 shows the J=1-0 hyper-
ne omponents together with their labeling.
Due to hyperne interations, there are 9 distint en-
ergy levels for J >1, 7 for J=1 and 3 for J=0. It is worth
noting that the three energy levels in J=0 are indistin-
guishable from a spetrosopi point of view, as their
energy splitting is less than 10
−6
Hz. Thus, although
there are atually 15 allowed hyperne transitions on-
neting J=1 to J=0, there are only 7 resolved features,
usually labeled as: 110-011, 112-012 (112-011, and 012),
111-010 (111-010, 011, and 012), 122-011 (122-011 and
012), 123-012, 121-011 (121-010, 011, and 012), and 101-
012 (101-010, 011 and 012). Hereafter, we all hyperne
omponent eah one of 15 transitions, and set of tran-
sitions is used to refer to eah group among the seven
groups of blended omponents, using the labeling indi-
ated above.
3. LVG MODELS
3.1. Eet of ollisional rate oeients
To date, two sets of ollisional rates are available for
the rotational struture of N2H
+
: Green (1975) and
Daniel et al. (2005)
3
. The dierenes between state to
state rate oeients inrease with both∆J and J as dis-
ussed in Daniel et al. (2005). In Figure 3 are ompared
opaities and exitation temperatures obtained using the
two dierent sets in the same LVG ode. There is agree-
ment within a few perent, and the main dierenes are
mainly due to hanges in ritial densities. At 10 K, the
rate oeients for ∆J = 1 agree within 20% and the
ritial densities for the radiative lines dier by a sim-
ilar fator in the opposite way. In partiular, the rate
oeient for the transition J=1-0 is 22% higher using
the results of Daniel et al. (2005) and the derived riti-
al density is 22% smaller. In other words, the reently
derived rate oeients make this transition thermalized
at slightly lower densities.
For densities below 10
4
m
−3
the exitation tempera-
ture of the J=1-0 line would be very lose to the osmi
bakground temperature due to the high dipole moment
of N2H
+
and the high ritial densities (see Figure 3).
However, for olumn densities as low as 10
12
m
−2
(left
panels of Figure 3), the opaity of the J=1-0 and J=2-1
lines would be large enough to produe signiant ab-
sorption eets on the radiation emerging from the in-
ner and denser regions of the louds. It is diult to
estimate from emission measurements the abundane of
N2H
+
in these low density regions. However, by observ-
ing the J=2-1 and J=3-2 lines it ould be possible to
assess the eet of the external layers of the loud on the
emerging proles of the low-J lines of N2H
+
, and thus
to indiretly determine the spatial repartition in N2H
+
abundane. This eet will be disussed in detail below.
3.2. LVG treatment of hyperne transitions
The LVG model used for the simulations presented
in this work takes into aount all possible ollisional
and radiative transitions among hyperne levels. Nev-
ertheless, it does not aount for loal overlap, and par-
tiularly, the 15 transitions assoiated with J=1-0 line
are treated independently. In order to hek the ef-
fet of the hyperne struture, we performed alulations
with and without it for three speies: HCl, HCN and
N2H
+
. Figure 4 shows, for the three speies, the ratio
of the summed opaities of the hyperne omponents,
τ(1− 0)=Στi, to the opaity of the unsplitted rotational
transition, τR(1 − 0). This ratio will be referred to as
Rτ=τ(1 − 0)/τR(1 − 0). The range of τ(1 − 0) explored
is 0.1 to 100. This gure reveals dierenes between the
two approahes. Under LTE onditions (large volume
density), or in radiative equilibrium with the osmi ra-
diation bakground (low volume density), the two ap-
proahes lead to the same estimate of the total opaity
beause under these onditions the hyperne levels are
populated aording to the statistial weights :
nJF1F =
[F ]
[JI1I2]
nJ (3)
3
It was inorretly stated, in Daniel et al. (2004, 2005) that the
potential energy surfae (PES) used by Green (1975) was alu-
lated under the eletron-gas approximation. Indeed, as explained
in Green (1975), the PES was determined using the self-onsistent
eld approah whih gives aurate results for interating systems
where the harge-indued dipole term is prominent. This is atu-
ally the ase for the N2H
+
- He system and explain the agreement
between the two sets of ollisional rate oeients for the transi-
tions among the rst rotational levels.
3where [JI1I2℄ is the total number of hyperne sub
magneti levels for a given rotational quantum number
J . Suh a population sheme of hyperne energy levels
ours when lines are optially thin or in the domains of
low and high volume densities, as Einstein (Au→l) and
ollisional (Cu→l) rate oeients redue similarly after
summation over initial and nal hyperne levels:∑
F1F ′1FF
′
[F ]CJF1F→J′F ′1F ′ = [JI1I2]CJ→J′ (4)
∑
F1F ′1FF
′
[F ]AJF1F→J′F ′1F ′ = [JI1I2]AJ→J′ (5)
If n(H2) ∼ AJ→J′/CJ→J′ , both ollisional and radia-
tive proesses ompete in populating the energy levels.
Figure 4 shows that in this ase the exitation proesses
are less eetive to populate the rst exited rotational
levels if the hyperne struture is onsidered. Thus, the
total population of the fundamental level J=0 is underes-
timated in a treatment that only inludes the rotational
moleular struture. It gives rise to an underestimation
of the opaity of the J=1-0 and J=2-1 lines, and to an
overestimate of the opaity of the J=3-2 transition of
N2H
+
and HCN. For HCl there is always an overesti-
mate of the opaity.
When the hyperne struture is taken into aount,
both Einstein and ollisional rate oeients have the
same order of magnitude than the orresponding values
for the rotational struture. Thus, the amount of radia-
tive deexitation, in the hyperne desription, is glob-
ally larger for the rotational lines. Then, this makes Rτ
inrease with the total opaity of the lines. As opaity
inreases, the dierent Einstein oeients of hyperne
lines lead to dierent exitation onditions for eah hy-
perne omponent, i.e., dierent exitation temperatures
(see Figure 7). In addition, in an inhomogeneous loud,
hyperne lines may be exited in regions where other
lines still have low exitation temperatures. This eet
is analyzed in setion 4 with the help of non-loal radia-
tive transfer models.
HCl behaves dierently with respet to HCN and
N2H
+
due to its large rotational onstant (B ∼ 313.0
GHz). The rst exited levels are hardly populated at
low temperatures. We an roughly estimate the number
of rotational levels reahed by ollisions to be ∼kBT/hB.
Thus, for HCl, most moleules are in the fundamental
J=0 level for TK=10 K and Rτ ≃ 1. Although some
disrepanies do appear for Rτ in high-J transitions, the
opaities of these lines are so low at TK=10 K that the
emerging intensity is negligible. At low temperatures, a
hyperne treatment of HCl is thus not neessary.
HCN and N2H
+
have similar rotational onstants (44.3
GHz and 46.6 GHz respetively). For these two speies,
the exited rotational levels are eiently pumped by
both ollisions and radiation. Hene, the hyperne stru-
ture has to be onsidered to orretly derive olumn den-
sities and abundanes. For the J=1-0 transition of N2H
+
the error indued in the opaity estimate by negleting
the hyperne struture varies from 20% (τ ∼ 1) to 100%
(τ ∼ 100).
3.3. J=1-0 Hyperne Brightness Temperature Ratios
Hereafter, we all T
i
ex the exitation temperature of
the hyperne omponent i. LVG alulations show that
there are two domains in the estimate of T
i
ex for J=1-0.
When opaities of individual omponents are low (τi ≪
1), the exitation temperature is the same for all hyper-
ne omponents. In this ase, the opaities are propor-
tional to line strengths si : τi = siτ(1 − 0). This be-
havior is similar to what is expeted in the LTE regime.
For higher opaities, photon trapping indues dierent
behaviors for the hyperne omponents.
In the LTE approximation, where Tex is assumed to be
the same for all lines, the brightness temperature ratios
vary monotonously with the rotational line opaity :
T i∗B
T j∗B
=
1− e−τi
1− e−τj
(6)
Therefore, the brightness temperature ratios will
hange from the optially thin ase, where they are given
by the statistial weights 1 : 3 : 5 : 7, to unity in the
optially thik ase. Figure 5 shows the hyperne ra-
tios, in LTE and non-LTE onditions, of the dierent
hyperne transitions with respet to the thikest one,
i.e., JF1F=123-012. As expeted for high densities, the
LVG alulations are oinident with the result of the
LTE approximation. The LVG alulations show that in
a large domain of the (n(H2), N(N2H
+
)) plane, i.e. n(H2)
< 106 m−3 and N(N2H
+
) > 1012 m−2/(km s−1 p−1),
the ratios are smaller than expeted in the LTE approx-
imation. Furthermore, ratios below the lower possible
limit predited under LTE onditions, i.e. 1/7, 3/7, 5/7,
our when hyperne levels are not populated aording
to their statistial weights. Hene, tting observational
data using the hypothesis of idential exitation temper-
atures for all J=1-0 hyperne omponents will lead to an
erroneous determination of the total opaity. From our
alulations it seems that using this proedure underes-
timates τ(1-0).
To disuss the behavior of the ratios, it is onvenient
to dene an averaged exitation temperature, Tave, us-
ing LVG results for individual rotational lines, and their
hyperne omponents, as:
Tave = T0/ln
(
1 +
T0.
∑
τi∑
τi.Jνi(T
i
ex)
)
(7)
with T0 = hν/kB and τ(1 − 0) =
∑
τi.
Figure 6 shows the LVG exitation temperature for all
hyperne omponents of the J=1-0 transition divided by
Tave. This gure also shows the ratio of individual hyper-
ne line opaities to the expeted LTE opaities. Figure
7 shows individual exitation temperatures and opaities
for all hyperne transitions. It is lear from these g-
ures that the eets are only important for large olumn
densities, i.e., for large total opaities as disussed above.
Non-LTE eets tend to redue the spread of the opa-
ities of the dierent lines transferring opaity from the
thikest to the thinnest ones. For the hyperne transi-
tions assoiated to J=1-0, and from Figures 6 and 7, we
nd the following trends :
• for JF1F=123-012 : T
i
ex > Tave and τi < siτ(1−0)
• for lines with initial quantum number F=2 : Tiex
∼ Tave and τi ∼ siτ(1 − 0)
• for lines with initial quantum number F=1 or F=0
: T
i
ex < Tave and τi > siτ(1 − 0)
4We note that the variations of exitation temperatures
and opaities for the dierent hyperne omponents are
anti-orrelated, i.e., an inrease of T iex is aompanied by
a derease of τi, and inversely (see Figure 6). This fat
suggests that non-LTE eets mainly indue variations in
the population of the JF1F=012 level (the lower energy
level in the referene hyperne transition) ompared to
the LTE values. As for moderate and large opaities the
brightness temperatures T i∗B , are less sensitive than T
i
ex
to variations in τi, the non-LTE eets tend to inrease
T ∗B for the JF1F=123-012 line and indue a derease of
T ∗B for lines with initial quantum number F=0 or F=1.
Thus, for a given H2 density and N2H
+
abundane, ratios
derived in the LVG approximation are smaller than those
obtained under the LTE approximation (see Figure 5).
4. NON-LOCAL RADIATIVE TRANSFER FOR N2H
+
The LVG alulations disussed in the previous se-
tion ould be a reasonable approximation to the emerg-
ing N2H
+
intensities from dark louds when line opa-
ities are low. However, as the line strengths of the hy-
perne omponents are dierent, the density struture
of the loud, radiation sattering and/or radiative ou-
pling between dierent loud regions ould aet the
population of N2H
+
energy levels. In order to hek
the validity of the LVG approximation and the dier-
ent assumptions made earlier in this paper to interpret
the N2H
+ J=1-0 transition, we arried out non-loal
alulations using the ode developed and desribed by
Gónzalez-Alfonso & Cerniharo (1993). For the opaity
range onsidered in this work the ode provides reliable
and fast onvergene.
We assume a loud at 160 p with an angular diameter
of 30 whih orresponds to a radius of 3.6 10
16
m (i.e.
0.023 p), and we onsider three dierent sets of models.
In the rst one we onsider a ore of uniform density.
In the seond set the entral ore is surrounded by an
envelope with size 3 and 6 times the ore size. Finally,
the last set orresponds to a ollapsing loud. In all
models the turbulene veloity was varied from 0 to 0.4
km s
−1
by step of 0.1 km s
−1
. Finally, we adopt a kineti
temperature of 10 K in all models.
In all gures related to this setion the ordinate sale
is antenna temperature obtained by onvolving the loud
brightness temperature with the beam of the 30-m IRAM
radio telesope as follows: half power beam widths of 27,
13.5 and 9, beam eienies of 0.76, 0.59 and 0.42, and
error beams of 350, 220, and 160 for the J=1-0, 2-
1 and 3-2 lines respetively. The error beam is always
larger than the size of the dense regions and thus the en-
ergy entering the telesope radiation pattern through the
error beam just aounts for a few perent of the total
intensity at most. Moreover, the ontribution to J=1-
0 from the extended envelopes surrounding the ores is
fully taken into aount by onsidering the onvolution
with the beam of the telesope (main beam and error
lobe). The only plots for whih the emerging intensity
has not been onvolved with the beam orrespond to the
two lowest right panels of Figure 10. In these ases, we
aim to show the inuene of the high density region on
the exitation of the moleules in the low density enve-
lope and this would have been hidden by performing the
onvolution with the telesope beam pattern.
4.1. Uniform density ores
For this set of models the N2H
+
abundane has been
varied from 4 10
−10
to 6.4 10
−9
, and the volume den-
sity from 2.5 10
4
m
−3
to 4 10
5
m
−3
, by multipliative
steps of 4. Figure 8 shows the emerging line proles for
the J=1-0, 2-1 and 3-2 transitions for all omputed den-
sities n(H2) and abundanes X(N2H
+
). As expeted, the
brightness temperature inreases with n(H2) due to olli-
sional exitation, leading to the thermalization of the the
J=1-0 hyperne omponents. We see that the brightness
temperatures of the J=1-0, 2-1, and 3-2 transitions are
more sensitive to a variation of n(H2) in the range 2.5
10
4
m
−3 < n(H2) <4 10
5
m
−3
than to an inrease of
X(N2H
+
). This an be understood by looking at gure
7: in this range of n(H2) the exitation temperatures in-
rease rapidly. Moreover, for J=1-0 total opaities below
20, the exitation temperatures depend essentially on the
volume density as radiative trapping eets are negligible
and do not indue signiant departure for the dierent
T iex from a single value. Consequently, in the optially
thin ase and for a given volume density, the line inten-
sities are proportional to X(N2H
+
) (raw orresponding
to n(H2) = 2.5 10
4
m
−3
on Figure 8). Radiative trap-
ping and line saturation only beome important for large
N2H
+
olumn densities. On Figure 8, for the J=1-0 line,
and on the panel orresponding to n(H2)=10
5
m
−3
, we
see that inreasing the abundane from 1.6 10
−9
to 6.4
10
−9
modify the ratio between the the JF1F = 101-012
and 121-011 sets of transitions. This hange is due to ra-
diative trapping and entails variations in the T iex for the
involved hyperne omponents. Thus for large opaities,
i.e. τ(1-0) ∼ 20, the exitation temperatures start to be
sensitive to X(N2H
+
).
One of the main results that an be derived from
Figure 8 is that hyperne intensity anomalies appear
when inreasing the N2H
+
abundane. This is sim-
ilar to the eet found in HCN and disussed by
Gónzalez-Alfonso & Cerniharo (1993). For total opai-
ties in the J=1-0 transition above 10, dierential radia-
tive trapping aross the loud starts to aet the rel-
ative intensities of the hyperne omponents. More-
over, in an inhomogeneous loud we ould expet to
be sensitive to dierent spatial extents for eah hy-
perne omponent (see Cerniharo & Guélin (1987);
Gónzalez-Alfonso & Cerniharo (1993)). This is even
more striking when onsidering transitions with the same
initial quantum number F , expeted to have the same
brightness temperature in the LTE limit. The most af-
feted hyperne set of omponents is the 121-011 set
whih indeed appears weaker than the 101-012 and 111-
010 sets (see setion 2). A low brightness temperature
for this set has already been observed (see e.g. Lee et al.
(1999); Caselli et al. (1995)). We nd the general trend
TB(111-010) & TB(101-012) > TB(121-011) and TB(112-
012) & TB(122-011). This behavior originates from dif-
ferential non-LTE eets in the hyperne omponents of
the J=0 F1=1 levels (F=0,1,2). This is not surprising
as the three transitions from J=1 F=1 (F1=0,1,2) have
dierent line strengths (see Table 1). The 121-011 tran-
sition mostly depends on the JF1F=010 level and is in-
dependent of JF1F=012 while the 111-010 and 101-012
sets mainly depend on JF1F=012. Thus, the 121-011
set weakness ompared to the other two must be related
5to an underpopulation of the JF1F=012 level that pro-
dues higher exitation temperatures for the hyperne
lines involving it. As shown in Figure 8 the eet ap-
pears for high abundanes, i.e., large opaities, while for
low abundanes the three sets have the same intensities.
Hene, it seems that it is not related to a ollisional eet
but to a radiative one. The sum of the line strengths for
lines onneting the J=1 to the J=0 level is larger for
JF1F=012 than for the others. Thus, for large opaities
this level will be more aeted by radiative trapping than
the others.
For the J=2-1 and J=3-2 lines the eet of the abun-
dane on the hyperne intensities is similar. Large
abundanes lead to larger opaities, dierential radia-
tive trapping between the hyperne omponents, and
to anomalies in the observed line intensities. For these
levels, line overlap is really important as the hyper-
ne omponents are loser in frequeny and should be
taken into aount in a detailed modeling. In ollaps-
ing louds the veloity eld ould allow to have radiative
oupling aross the loud between hyperne omponents
with dierent frequenies. This eet has been found
to be extremely important in moleules suh as HCN
(Gónzalez-Alfonso & Cerniharo 1993). In the models
shown in Figure 8 we only onsider the eets of opa-
ity for eah line without taking into aount population
transfer between levels due to radiative onnetion be-
tween them. Hene, the eets shown in this gure for
large abundanes are purely due to the line opaities. For
the J=2-1 and 3-2 lines, the self absorption indued by
the external layers of the loud is extremely important.
When mapping louds, the J=2-1 and 3-2 transitions
have little intensity outside the entral position. How-
ever, although the exitation temperature of their hyper-
ne omponents ould be low for oset positions, their
line opaities are still large enough to produe signiant
eets on the emerging proles toward the densest re-
gions. For example, the model in Figure 8 with n(H2)
= 2.5 10
4
m
−3
has low emission for all lines. However,
the opaities are large enough for the strongest hyperne
omponents of the J=1-0 and J=2-1 lines to produe the
above mentioned eets. Figure 9 shows the opaities of
the lines for n(H2)=10
5
m
−3
whih roughly agree with
those found in the ase n(H2)=2.5 10
4
m
−3
multiplied
by a fator 4. We see that the opaity of J=2-1 will
be even larger than that of J=1-0, and of the order of
0.75/7.5 for the strongest omponent and for the low-
est/largest abundane of N2H
+
. As shown in Figure 7
the exitation temperatures of the J=1-0 hyperne om-
ponents vary strongly in the range 10
4 < n(H2) < 10
6
m
−3
. The same will our for the J=2-1 and 3-2 hyper-
ne omponents. Consequently, strong absorption will
be produed in the low density layers of a loud with a
marked density struture.
4.2. Core/Envelope Clouds
We have nally explored more omplex strutures for
the loud to hek the eets quoted above. Figure 10
shows the results for two dierent ases. Left and en-
tral panels orrespond to a simple ore+envelope stru-
ture. For the line proles shown in the left panels
(TK=10 K, n(H2)core= 4 10
5
m
−3
, n(H2)env=4 10
4
m
−3
, X(N2H
+
)core/env=4 10
−10
, Rcore=3.6 10
16
m,
Renv=2 Rcore), the opaity in the envelope for the J=1-
0 line is very small. The emerging prole is pratially
oinident with the one arising from the ore. However,
the J=2-1 line is optially thik in the envelope and im-
portant absorption is aused to the emission from the
ore. As the opaity of the dierent hyperne ompo-
nents depends on the line strength, weak lines are not
aeted (omponents at extreme negative and positive
veloities), while the entral omponents are muh more
aeted. The J=3-2 lines are pratially not aeted by
the envelope.
A dierent situation ours if the abundane of N2H
+
and/or the physial size of the envelope inrease. The
line proles reported in the entral panels of Figure 10
(TK=10 K, n(H2)core= 4 10
5
m
−3
, n(H2)env=5 10
3
m
−3
, X(N2H
+
)core/env=6.4 10
−9
, Rcore=3.6 10
16
m,
Renv=6 Rcore) show that the strongest hyperne ompo-
nents of the J=1-0 line are strongly aeted by absorp-
tion (the eet is similar to the one obtained in the mod-
els shown in the previous setion, see Figure 8, where ab-
sorption ours in the most external ore layers where the
exitation temperature has dereased with respet to the
enter). For the J=2-1 hyperne lines the presene of the
envelope aet dramatially the emerging intensities and
the shape of the line. The J=3-2 line is less aeted sine
the density in the envelope is not large enough to pump
the J=2 and J=3 levels eiently. The ore also has an
eet on the exitation temperatures of the N2H
+
lines
in the envelope. The right panels of Figure 10 show the
emerging prole from the envelope at a position loated
30 away from the enter. The top right panel shows the
omparison of the emission from the envelope alone and
the emission obtained when the ore is also present and
exites radiatively the N2H
+
moleules of the envelope.
The intensity of the J=1-0 line has inreased by a fator
∼ 2. The other two right panels show the radial intensity
distribution (not onvolved with the telesope beam) for
the J=1-0 and J=2-1 lines (integrated intensity over all
hyperne omponents). The "heating eet" is learly
seen as a signiant inrease of the integrated line in-
tensity even at distanes of 3-4 times the radius of the
ore. These eets should be taken into aount when
interpreting the radial distribution of N2H
+
from obser-
vations of the J=1-0 line (whih is muh easier to detet
than the high-J lines in these low density regions).
4.3. Collapsing Clouds
Over the past deades, mm ontinuum observations
and star ount analysis (Ward-Thompson et al. 1994)
have revealed that the density struture of old dark
louds onsists of an inner region of nearly uniform den-
sity and of an outer region where the density dereases
as r
−p
with p ∼ 2.0-2.5. In this setion, we use this type
of density prole with a power law index p = 2 in or-
der to test the inuene of the veloity eld on emerging
spetra. Figure 11 shows the proles of the J=1-0, 2-1
and 3-2 lines for a 180 diameter loud (at a distane D
= 160 p) with n0 = 4 10
5
m
−3
, r0 = 20" and a uni-
form abundane X(N2H
+
) = 2 10
−10
. The veloity elds
ompared are linear funtions of r with slopes of ± 1.5
km s
−1
p
−1
(the veloity at the outer radius is ± 0.1
km s
−1
) .
In non-LTE onditions, the line exitation tempera-
tures follow the density prole and, in the present ase,
derease outward. Thus, in the ase of a linearly de-
6reasing veloity eld, photons emitted at the enter of
the loud appear blue-shifted for the moleules at greater
radii whih then absorb the red wing of the entral emis-
sion (the opposite ours for a linearly inreasing veloity
eld). This eet is important if the lines are optially
thik. Thus, in typial interstellar louds onditions, self
absorption aets the J=2-1 transition (see gure 9 for
the opaities) while the emerging proles of the J=1-0
and 3-2 lines are similar with and without veloity elds.
On Figure 11, we see that the eet of the infalling
material is to enhane the blue wing of the J=2-1 entral
omponent whih is self absorbed in the stati model,
the red wing of the entral omponent being redued by
self-absorption. In the ase of a veloity eld linearly
inreasing with r, the opposite ours and emission in
the red wing is enhaned. Note that beause the J=2-
1 entral omponent is omposed of blended hyperne
lines with dierent line strengths (see gure 11), hanges
in the line prole are not similar with respet to a hange
in the sign of the slope.
Also, we stress that this eet is similar to what hap-
pens to rotational lines with large opaity, exept that,
in the present ase, the J=2-1 entral omponent orre-
sponds to hyperne blended lines of small intrinsi line
width. Thus, harateristi features appear even if the
veloity gradient is weak.
4.4. Rate oeients
In star forming regions, the relatively large abundane
of H2 makes this speies the main olliding partner for
other moleules. Estimated values of the ollisional rate
oeients of moleular speies in ollision with para-
H2(j = 0) an be obtained from the ones alulated with
He as the ollision partner. The underlying approxima-
tion is to onsider idential ross setions values for the
two olliding systems, and then apply a saling fator
of 1.37 to the rate oeients in order to orret for
the assoiated dierent redued masses. However, by
analogy with the results obtained on the ollision sys-
tems involving HCO
+
, one ould expet the ross se-
tions values with H2 as a ollision partner to be 2-3 times
larger than those with He depending on the seleted ro-
tational transition. As disussed in setion 3.1, the main
eet introdued by higher ollisional rate oeients is
to lower the ritial density of the rotational lines, whih
has diret onsequenes on the determination of both
density and moleular abundane. The hyperne rate
oeients are also hanged through variations of the
ratio of the dierent P
K
jj′ (see Daniel et al. 2004). In-
deed, these variations modify the relative importane of
hyperne rate oeients among a given rotational line.
In order to assess the inuene of suh variations, we ar-
ried out alulations where two distint approximations
are employed to determinate the hyperne rate oe-
ients. The rst onsisted on rate oeients propor-
tional to the statistial weights of the nal levels of the
transitions and the seond was based on the IOS approx-
imation (see Daniel et al. 2005). Figure 12 shows the
emerging proles resulting from the three sets of alu-
lations for a loud at TK = 10 K, n(H2) = 2 10
5
m
−3
and X(N2H
+
) = 5 10
−10
. It is readily seen that the rel-
ative intensities of J=10 hyperne lines are similar and
that the largest dierene (∼ 15-20%) is enountered for
the thikest JF1F = 123012 line. The three sets give
the same results for the thinnest JF1F = 110011 line.
Moreover, the intensity in the J=32 line assoiated with
the IOS set of ollisional rates is enhaned ompared to
the two other sets. This is related to the high propen-
sity of the ∆F = ∆F1 = ∆J transitions whih lead to a
more eient pumping of the highJ levels. Note that
it entails higher Tex for the J=21 hyperne lines whih
redue the self-absorption feature in the main J=21 hy-
perne omponent. Finally, one would expet the olli-
sional rate oeients alulated with H2 to aet simi-
larly the intensities in the J=10 line, through variations
of the ratio of the opaity tensors P
K
jj′ . Thus, as disussed
above, the most important eet introdued by rate oef-
ients alulated with H2 would be to sale all the rate
oeients and thus modify the density and abundane
estimates.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We have used numerial methods in order to investi-
gate the exitation properties of moleules with a hyper-
ne energy struture, fousing speially on N2H
+
. Our
onlusions are summarized as follows :
1. The hyperne struture must be taken into aount
in the radiative transfer alulations in order to
derive the total amount of moleules present in a
given rotational level. When the energy struture
of the moleule is restrited to its rotational energy
struture, high-J levels are more eiently popu-
lated and the opaities of the low-J transitions are
underestimated. The error inreases with the ol-
umn density of N2H
+
. Errors as large as a fator 2
ould be indued if the hyperne struture of N2H
+
is negleted.
2. For the typial temperature of dark louds, i.e.
TK=10 K, and n(H2) < 10
6
m
−3
the ratio of hy-
perne brightness temperatures derived in the LVG
approximation are always smaller than the ones
predited using the LTE approximation. Thus, this
latter method is inadequate to assess densities or
olumn densities from observed N2H
+
lines for the
typial onditions prevailing in suh louds.
3. The assumption of equal exitation temperatures
for all hyperne omponents belonging to the same
rotational transition is valid for low opaities and
fails down for high opaities due to radiative pro-
esses. For low opaities, we do not nd any dier-
ene in the exitation temperatures of the dierent
hyperne transitions indued by ollisional rate o-
eients. Our alulations indiate that for tem-
peratures in the range 5-50 K and for all volume
densities, the exitation temperature of these lines
will be idential if the total opaity of the J=1-0
line is small. We stress that suh ollisional ex-
itation eets, often found in the literature, may
not be invoked to explain the intensity anomalies
reported for N2H
+
.
4. Non-loal radiative transfer results show that the
J=1-0 intensity anomalies arise while the opaity
of this line inreases. Moreover, photon satter-
ing in the low density envelopes aet the J=1-0
hyperne lines dierently and tend to redue the
7emerging intensity of the thiker lines whereas the
intensity of the thinnest lines is not modied by
the envelope. Thus, in order to reprodue the in-
tensities of the J=1-0 hyperne lines, the only valid
method is a non-loal omputation of the radiative
transfer.
5. For the typial onditions of old dark louds, the
J=2-1 line is a good probe of low veloity elds.
Nevertheless, this transition is diult to observe
from ground based observatories due to the high
opaity of the atmosphere at 186 GHz, although
some work an be arried out in dry weather on-
ditions.
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8(JF1F)u (JF1F )l Frequeny (MHz) Aul (10
−5
s
−1
) sul
110 011 93171.617 3.628 0.333
112 011 93171.913 0.907 0.417
112 012 93171.913 2.721 1.250
111 010 93172.048 1.209 0.333
111 011 93172.048 0.907 0.250
111 012 93172.048 1.512 0.417
122 011 93173.475 2.721 1.250
122 012 93173.475 0.907 0.417
123 012 93173.772 3.628 2.330
121 010 93173.963 2.015 0.556
121 011 93173.963 1.512 0.417
121 012 93173.963 0.101 0.028
101 010 93176.261 0.403 0.111
101 011 93176.261 1.209 0.333
101 012 93176.261 2.016 0.556
TABLE 1
Frequenies, Einstein oeffiients (Aul) and line strengths (sul) for the hyperfine omponents of the J=1-0 transition
of N2H
+
, as given by eq. 2 (see text). Index u (l) denote the initial (final) levels quantum numbers.
9Fig. 1. Hyperne transitions assoiated to J=1-0 in the optially thin ase. Eah resolved frequeny is assoiated to multiple
transitions among hyperne levels (see text), and the standard labeling of the lines is indiated.
10
Fig. 2. Line strengths of the 15 hyperne omponents in J=1-0 transition. The thikness of the lines indiate their relative weight
ompared to the others. Lines strengths are normalized in suh a way that, summing over all initial J=1 levels, gives the degeneray of
the nal J=0 levels, i.e. 5 for JF1F=012, 3 for JF1F=011 and 1 for JF1F=010. Thus, the sum over all 15 transitions gives the total spin
degeneray.
11
Fig. 3. Exitation temperatures (Tex) and opaities (τ) obtained with two dierent sets of ollisional rate oeients and a LVG ode,
for a temperature of T = 10K. SET 1 (solid lines) refers to the latest omputed rate oeients (Daniel et al. 2005) and SET 2 (dashed
lines) to the previously available one (Green 1975). Left and right panels orrespond to N2H
+
olumn densities of respetively 10
12
and
10
13
m
−2
. A systemati veloity eld of 1 km s
−1
has been assumed for the loud.
12
Fig. 4. Ratio between the opaities of the J=1-0 (solid), J=2-1 (dotted) and J=3-2 (dashed) rotational lines, Rτ , determined with
and without hyperne desription for three moleules presenting hyperne struture : N2H
+
(left panels), HCN (entral panels), and HCl
(right panels). For eah moleule the olumn densities are suh that, at T=10K, opaities of the J=1-0 lines are τ(1− 0) ∼ 0.1, 1, 10 and
100. The olumn densities are respetively : N(N2H
+
) ≃ 2.2 10
11
, 2.3 10
12
, 2.5 10
13
and 2.0 10
14
m
−2
/(km s
−1
p
−1
); N(HCN) ≃ 3.7
10
11
, 3.0 10
12
, 2.5 10
13
, and 3.4 10
14
m
−2
/(km s
−1
p
−1
); N(HCl) ≃ 8.5 10
11
, 6.9 10
12
, 7.3 10
13
, and 7.7 10
14
m
−2
/(km s
−1
p
−1
).
13
Fig. 5. Ratio of the brightness temperatures obtained from LTE alulations (longdashed lines) to those from LVG alulation
(ontinuous lines), for a temperature of T=10K. The referene transition for both alulations is (JF1F )=123-012. The absissa orresponds
to the N2H
+
olumn density (from 10
11
to 10
16
m
−2
/(km s
−1
p
−1
)) and the ordinate is the volume density n(H2) (10
3
-10
8
m
−3
).
Under LTE dierent transitions with the same initial quantum number F have the same brightness temperature. From top to bottom
the ratios of transitions with initial quantum number F = 0,1, 2 are shown. These are ompared to LVG results for the ratios TB(110-
011)/TB(123-012), TB(111-010)/TB (123-012), and TB(112-012)/TB (123-012). Note that for high densities (n(H2) > 10
7
m
−3
), i.e.,
thermalized onditions, dotted (LTE) and ontinuous (LVG) lines onverge.
14
Fig. 6. Ratio of exitation temperatures and optial depths obtained in the LVG approximation to the orresponding quantities in
the LTE limit. The temperature is T=10K and N2H
+
olumn densities are 3.9 10
12
(left), 2.5 10
13
(enter) and 2.0 10
14
m
−2
/(km s
−1
p
−1
) (right olumn). For eah set of transitions, the opaities τi and the mean exitation temperature T
i
ex are obtained by summing
over lines with same frequenies and τ(1-0) and Tave are obtained by summing over all J=1-0 hyperne lines (.f. eq. 7) . Hyperne
set of transitions are referened using the standard labeling (see Setion 2). We see that the variation of the exitation temperatures is
anti-orrelated with the variation of the opaities.
15
Fig. 7. Exitation temperatures, opaities and brightness temperatures obtained in the LVG approximation, at T=10K, for the 15
hyperne omponents of the J=1-0 line. The olumns, from left to right, respetively orrespond to N(N2H
+
)=2.2 10
11
, 2.3 10
12
, 2.5 10
13
,
and 2.0 10
14
m
−2
/(km s
−1
p
−1
). These olumn densities orrespond to J=1-0 total opaities of respetively τ(1 − 0) ∼ 0.1, 1, 10, and
25.
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Fig. 8. Emerging intensities for the J=1-0 (left panels), J=2-1 (entral panels) and J=3-2 (right panels) lines of N2H
+
. The loud
has an uniform volume density, a radius of 3.6 10
16
m, a turbulent veloity of 0.1 km s
−1
, and a kineti temperature of 10 K. In eah box
the line proles are shown for N2H
+
abundanes of 4 10
−10
(dotted), 1.6 10
−9
(grey), and 6.4 10
−9
(solid). From top to bottom the three
panels for eah transition orrespond to volume densities, n(H2), of 2.5 10
4
(bottom), 10
5
, and 4 10
5
m
−3
(top).
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Fig. 9. Opaities for the J=1-0 (top), J=2-1 and J=3-2 (bottom) lines of N2H
+
. The loud has a uniform volume density of 10
5
m
−3
,
a radius of 3.6 10
16
m, a turbulent veloity of 0.1 km s
−1
, and a kineti temperature of 10 K. N2H
+
abundane is 4 10
−10
(dashed), 1.6
10
−9
(gray) and 6.4 10
−9
(blak).
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Fig. 10. Emerging proles for the J=1-0, J=2-1 and J=3-2 lines of N2H
+
for a ore/envelope geometry (left and entral panels).
The ore has a diameter of 30 and a density of 4 10
5
m
−3
. The envelope has a diameter of 90/180 and a density of 5 10
4
/5 10
3
m
−3
for the left and entral panels respetively. The N2H
+
abundane is 4/64 10
−10
(left/entral panels). The kineti temperature is 10 K
and the turbulent veloity is 0.1 km s
−1
in the ore and the envelope. Dotted lines orrespond to transitions emerging from the ore alone
while solid lines orrespond to those arising from the ore+envelope system. The right panels show the emerging spetrum at an oset
position of 30 (pure envelope emission orresponds to the gray urve). The eet of the radiative exitation in the envelope due to the
photons arising from the ore is learly seen in the two lowest right panels.
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Fig. 11. Emerging proles for a loud with dierent veloity elds: stati (blak line), inreasing linear funtion (gray) and dereasing
linear funtion (dotted). The lower right panel shows the entral lines of the J=2-1 line, with the positions of the individual hyperne
omponents indiated by lines proportional to their line strength.
20
Fig. 12. J=10, 21 and 32 emerging proles (left olumn) for a loud at TK = 10K, n(H2) = 2 10
5
m
−3
and X(N2H
+
) = 5
10
−10
. Two approximations for the hyperne ollisional rate oeients (see text) are ompared to the set of referene (blak solid line).
The rst onsist of rates proportional to statistial weights (gray solid lines) and the seond is based on the IOS approximation (dashed
lines). The right olumn orresponds to a blowup of the J=10 hyperne lines.

